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Abstract

The effects of the St. Patrick’s Day geomagnetic storms of 2013 and 2015 in the equatorial and
low-latitude regions of both hemispheres in the 100°E longitude sector is investigated and compared with the
response in the Indian sector at 77°E. The data from a chain of ionosondes and GPS/Global Navigation Satellite
Systems receivers at magnetic conjugate locations in the 100°E sector have been used. The perturbation in
the equatorial zonal electric ﬁeld due to the prompt penetration of the magnetospheric convective under
shielded electric ﬁeld and the over shielding electric ﬁeld gives rise to rapid ﬂuctuations in the F2 layer parameters.
The direction of IMF Bz and disturbance electric ﬁeld perturbations in the sunset/sunrise period is found to play a
crucial role in deciding the extent of prereversal enhancement which in turn affect the irregularity formation
(equatorial spread F) in the equatorial region. The northward (southward) IMF Bz in the sunset period inhibited
(supported) the irregularity formation in 2015 (2013) in the 100°E sector. Large height increase (hmF2) during
sunrise produced short-duration irregularities during both the storms. The westward disturbance electric ﬁeld on
18 March inhibited the equatorial ionization anomaly causing negative (positive) storm effect in low latitude
(equatorial) region. The negative effect was ampliﬁed in low midlatitude by disturbed thermospheric composition
which produced severe density/total electron content depletion. The longitudinal and hemispheric asymmetry of
storm response is observed and attributed to electrodynamic and thermospheric differences.

1. Introduction
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The response of the ionosphere to geomagnetic storms has received extensive attention from the scientiﬁc
community due its inﬂuence over space weather. The general processes of the storm time ionospheric
response is well understood, but a complete understanding that would accurately predict or nowcast the
response of the ionosphere is still lacking. The ionospheric response to a storm varies widely with latitude,
longitude, season, and local time. The complex nature of ionosphere-magnetosphere coupling, where two
systems with different processes meet and interact [Wolf, 1975; Kamide et al., 1997, 1998; Tsurutani et al.,
1997; Tsurutani and Gonzalez, 1997; Somayajulu, 1998] via the Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld lines, can create a
plethora of effects in the Earth’s ionosphere-thermosphere system during geomagnetic storms. The
enhanced energy coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere-ionosphere system during magnetic storms cause ionospheric disturbances, or storms, which are manifested in terms of large deviations of
ionospheric behavior from the regular quiet time behavior. The ionospheric density or electron content is
found to be either enhanced (positive storm) or depleted (negative storm) [Prolss et al., 1988, Rishbeth,
1991; Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994; Field and Rishbeth, 1997; Field et al., 1998] depending on the local time of
the storm commencement, season, latitude, and longitude of observation. The effects may vary from the
F2 layer to the topside [Astafyeva et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2016]. During magnetic storms, the high-latitude polar
region is directly affected by the disturbed solar wind condition through the deposition of energetic particles
via the near-vertical ﬁeld lines when the frozen in solar wind magnetic ﬁeld interacts with the geomagnetic
ﬁeld. At middle, low, and equatorial latitudes where geomagnetic ﬁeld lines are inclined at a ﬁnite angle or
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are horizontal effects due to storms occur via three processes—(1) The direct penetration of magnetospheric
convective electric ﬁelds to the low latitudes; (2) the propagation of disturbed thermospheric winds generated by joule heating or ion drag effect, which transfer energy/momentum and circulate storm-induced
compositional changes; and (3) the generation of disturbance electric ﬁelds by dynamo action of the disturbed wind system. In the ﬁrst process, the magnetospheric convective electric ﬁeld couples into the polar
region where it can promptly penetrate into the low and equatorial latitudes within a few seconds [Kikuchi
et al., 1996]. This prompt penetration electric ﬁeld (PPEF) is oriented dawn to dusk, or eastward on the dayside and westward on the night side. The buildup of charges via region 1 ﬁeld-aligned currents (FACs) at
the solar terminator give rise to a dusk to dawn electric ﬁeld which tends to shield/oppose the dawn to
dusk ﬁeld. The effectiveness of these two opposing electric ﬁelds at the equatorial region depends on
the direction of the IMF Bz, with southward (northward) direction supporting the eastward (westward)
penetration ﬁelds. During rapid southward turning of the IMF Bz, the magnetospheric dawn to dusk electric
ﬁeld can penetrate to the low latitudes before the development of any opposing shielding ﬁeld and is
called the undershielding effect. The rapid decay of region 1 FAC electric ﬁeld due to the northward turning
of IMF Bz reinforces the shielding dusk to dawn ﬁeld, and then the region 2 FAC electric ﬁeld can overcome
the dawn to dusk electric ﬁeld [Kelley et al., 1979; Kikuchi et al., 2000], which is called the overshielding
effect. These electric ﬁelds are superimposed on the quiet time Sq electric ﬁeld causing perturbations
mainly in the equatorial zonal electric ﬁeld. Consequently, the equatorial electrojet (EEJ), the equatorial ionization anomaly (EIA), the equatorial spread F and scintillation, and the equatorial temperature and wind
anomaly (ETWA), etc., are affected. The equatorial and low-latitude ionospheric response during the main
phase of the storm in the ﬁrst few hours is modulated by these convection electric ﬁelds. The daytime
equatorial electrojet is enhanced by the undershielded eastward ﬁeld during southward IMF Bz turning
and the counter electrojet is caused by the overshielding westward ﬁeld during northward IMF turning
[Kikuchi et al., 2010]. In the second process, the storm time particle precipitation in the auroral region sets
up a series of energy transfer events via disturbed winds and tides, which propagate both toward the pole
and the equator from the source region [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994]. These thermospheric disturbances generate acoustic gravity waves (AGWs) which are manifested as traveling atmospheric disturbances (TADs)
and traveling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs). The TIDs generated in conjugate hemisphere auroral zones
during geomagnetic storms [Hajkowicz, 1991] due to auroral zone heating can produce signiﬁcant disturbances in the equatorial region [Fesen et al., 1989]. Behind these disturbed winds, a disturbed thermospheric circulation is also set up [Rishbeth, 1975; Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994] and the equatorward surges
carry neutral molecular-rich air from the polar region to the low- and middle-latitude region and can cause
a negative effect due to enhanced recombination. Due to lower ion drag during the local night time, the
wind and TIDs are more effective in the night sectors. The thermospheric effects last longer into the recovery and poststorm period due to the high inertia of the winds [Blanc and Richmond, 1980]. The energy
deposited in the polar thermosphere due to Joule heating cause changes in the global thermospheric
energy balance and thereby alters the ionospheric quiet time wind dynamo, which creates the Sq currents
and electric ﬁelds at low and middle latitudes [Blanc and Richmond, 1980]. Therefore, a few hours after the
storm commencement, an electric ﬁeld due to the disturbed wind dynamo may also be active in the lowand middle-latitude regions and is the third process for the transmission of storm effect to these regions.
The disturbed winds due to corotation creates an eastward current in the dayside midlatitudes, which in
turn causes an accumulation of charges at the solar terminator due to conductivity difference in the dayside and the nightside. These charges build up a westward electric ﬁeld in the dayside and an eastward
ﬁeld electric ﬁeld in the nightside of low- and middle-latitude regions. This effect of producing a current
system opposite to the Sq current system by the disturbed wind dynamo action is called the ionospheric
disturbance dynamo [Blanc and Richmond, 1980] in contrast to the quiet time dynamo action which produces eastward and westward electric ﬁelds in the dayside and the nightside, respectively. The disturbance
dynamo electric ﬁelds are produced late in the storm period, about 6–9 h after storm commencement
[Blanc and Richmond, 1980; Scherliess and Fejer, 1997] and mostly during the storm recovery phase when
the geomagnetic activity is low. Therefore, the low- and middle-latitude ionospheric response to a geomagnetic storm can be the result of the combined effect of all three mechanisms which operate concurrently
for a major part of the storm. Deeper understandings of magnetospheric-ionospheric-thermospheric processes are required for accurate prediction of the electric ﬁelds [Fejer and Emmert, 2003] and for ﬁxing
the relative importance of the three processes in a storm time ionospheric response.
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The strongest storm of solar cycle 24
occurred on the St. Patrick’s Day (17
March) of 2015 which was marked by
Dst index falling to less than 200 nT, AE
crossing 2000 nT, and highest recorded
Kp value of 8. Interestingly, on 17
March of 2013 also, a storm of lesser
magnitude was observed when the
minimum recorded Dst was 132 nT, AE
crossed 2000 nT, and highest recorded
Kp value was 6. The solar activity during
the two storms was moderate and similar (F10.7 ~ 120 solar ﬂux units). Both the
storms were sparked by coronal mass
ejection (CME) and started (6 UT) and
reached the peak condition at almost
same time of the day (21–23 UT).
Figure 1. The map showing the locations of the ionospheric stations used The effects of St. Patrick’s Day storm of
in the study.
2015 have been reported widely
[Astafyeva et al., 2015; Singh et al.,
2015; Tulasi Ram et al., 2016; Le et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2016]. Le et al. [2016] reported the equatorward expansion of the FAC and the auroral arc up to 60 magnetic latitude. Liu et al. [2016] have found asymmetry
between topside and bottomside response to the storm over Millstone Hill. From TEC/topside measurements
across the globe, Astafyeva et al. [2015] have reported the hemispheric asymmetry in ionospheric response to
this storm even though the storm occurred in equinox where interhemispheric neutral ﬂows are usually not
present. The strong negative effects in the Northern Hemisphere of the Asian sector are reported and attributed mainly to compositional changes. Singh et al. [2015] reported the occurrence of an F3 layer in the Indian
sector (77°E) on 17 March daytime due to PPEF effect as well as postsunset irregularity formation with sharp
height rise. Tulasi Ram et al. [2016] have shown that the effect of the PPEF during sunset hours is affected by
the solar terminator position and that the ionospheric behavior along 100°E in the Indonesian sector was
marked by the absence or inhibition of evening PRE, whereas strong PRE and associated intense scintillation
was observed in the Indian longitude along 77°E in the evening period of 17 March 2015. In comparison to
the 2015 storm, the effect of St. Patrick’s Day storm of 2013 has not been reported widely. The equinoctial
period provide an opportunity to study the differential effect of storm on latitude, longitude, and conjugate
hemisphere by eliminating the seasonal effects to the ﬁrst order and thereby help in ﬁxing the storm drivers.
These considerations and the observation of the quiet time longitudinal WN4 structure peak in the 100°E
longitude [Sagawa et al., 2005; Immel et al., 2006; England et al., 2006; Kil et al., 2008; Scherliess et al., 2008;
Liu and Watanabe, 2008, etc.] motivated us to investigate and compare the response of the ionosphere along
the 100°E meridian to the St. Patrick’s Day storm of 2013 and 2015 using conjugate hemisphere data. In this
study, we present the latitudinal proﬁle of the ionospheric response along the longitude of 100  5°E using a
meridional chain of stations from conjugate locations with multi-instrument data and compare the same with
the response in the Indian sector at 77  5°E. We attempt to evaluate the relative importance of the electrodynamic and thermospheric processes in the storm response.

2. Materials and Methods
Figure 1 shows the map of the ionospheric stations used in this study. The data from a chain of ionosondes
located at Dibrugarh (27.5°N, 95°E, 43° dip), Chiang Mai (18.76°N, 98.93°E, 25° dip), Chumphon (10.72°N, 99.37°E,
5° dip), Bac Lieu (9.3°N, 105.96°E, 4° dip), Kototabang (0.2°S, 100.32°E, 19° dip), and Cocos Island (12.2°S, 96.8°E,
43° dip) and GPS/Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) TEC measurements at Dibrugarh, Kohima (25.5°N,
94.1°E, 39° dip), Cari (11.61°N, 92.71°E, 9° dip), Port Blair (11.6°N, 92.7°E, 9° dip), and Cocos Island have been
used. The stations form a latitudinal chain from the northern to the southern midlatitudes along 100  5°E.
For comparison of the storm response in the Indian sector, the TEC data from Lucknow (26.91°N, 80.95°E,
41° dip), Bangalore (13.02°N, 77.67°E, 13° dip), and Ahmedabad (23.02°N, 72.5°E, 35° dip) are used. We
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cover a latitudinal range of around 40° starting from the northern low midlatitude (43° dip) to the southern
low midlatitude (43° dip). Chumphon and Bac Lieu are located on the geomagnetic equator (trough of EIA).
The nearly magnetic conjugate pair of Chiang Mai-Kototabang is located just off the magnetic equator.
Dibrugarh-Cocos Island also forms magnetic conjugate pair at low midlatitude region but are at different
geographic positions relative to the respective poles. The identical equinoctial conditions during the two
storms nullify the hemispherical (seasonal) effects, and conjugate hemisphere observations should provide
new insights. The magnetically conjugate location of Dibrugarh and Cocos Island is unique in the sense that
they are located in the transition region between low- and middle-latitude regions. The inclination of ﬁeld
lines in these two locations (dip ~ 43°) maximizes the effect of winds at the height of the F2 layer [Rishbeth,
1971] and is ideally suited to study the effects of neutral winds. On the other hand due to the strongest peak
of E × B drift longitudinal structure [Kil et al., 2008, etc.] in the 90°–100°E longitude sector, the EIA in this longitude extends poleward and the crest location is found in higher latitudes [Sagawa et al., 2005; Immel et al.,
2006] as compared to other longitudes. Therefore, the density/TEC over Dibrugarh and Cocos Island are signiﬁcantly affected by the EIA as well the thermospheric conditions. The ground-based magnetometer data
from Tirunelveli (TIR: 8.73°N, 77.80°E, 3° dip), a station close to the dip equator, and Alibag (ABG: 18.61°N,
72.87°E, dip 26°), a station sufﬁciently away from the inﬂuence of the electrojet (to subtract the direct magnetospheric effects), have been used following the methodology suggested by Chandra and Rastogi [1974]
to obtain the EEJ which serves as the indicator of the equatorial electric ﬁeld.

3. Data
The ionosonde data in Chiang Mai, Bac Lieu, Chumphon, and Kototabang are obtained from Southeast Asia
Low latitude Ionospheric Network (SEALION) which is operated by the National Institute of Information and
Communication Technology, Japan (http://seg-web.nict.go.jp/sealion/). These are frequency-modulated continuous wave (CW) ionosondes. Canadian Advanced Digital Ionosonde (CADI) is operated by Dibrugarh
University from July 2010. In Cocos Island, an IPS 5D ionosonde is operated by the Bureau of Meteorology,
Australia from August 2008. The IPS 5D sweeps from 1 to 21.5 MHz and records ionograms every 5 min.
The ionograms of these stations are manually scaled to obtain the F2 layer critical frequency foF2, the F2 layer
real height hmF2, and the virtual height h′F2 at ﬁxed frequencies (2.5–8 MHz). The real height of the F2 layer
peak density hmF2 is obtained by real height inversion of ionograms using POLAN [Titheridge, 1985]. The
TEC and scintillation data are obtained from Novatel GPS station 6 GNSS receiver measurements at
Dibrugarh and Kohima and Novatel GSV4004B receiver at Ahmedabad. The procedure to estimate the vertical TEC is explained in Bhuyan and Hazarika [2012]. The GNSS receivers in Dibrugarh and Kohima are calibrated by a Novatel proprietary software. The GPS receiver in Ahmedabad is calibrated with a similar
receiver in Ahmedabad which is part of GAGAN (GPS Aided Geo-Augmented Navigation) network which is
a Satellite Based Augmentation System (SBAS) developed by Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) in
collaboration with Airports Authority of India (AAI). The receiver bias for the GAGAN receivers is corrected
using a methodology described in Acharya et al. [2007]. For Novatel receivers, the satellite bias values are periodically obtained from the site (http://aiuws.unibe.ch/spec/dcb.php#p1c1) and these values are used periodically to recalibrate the data. The TEC obtained from the International GPS Service (IGS) stations at
Lucknow, Bangalore, Cari, Port Blair, and Cocos Island is also used and available at (ftp://cddis.gsfc.nasa.
gov/pub/gps/data/daily/) in RINEX format. RINEX ﬁles are converted to TEC using the GPS-TEC program
[Seemala and Valladares, 2011] downloaded from http://seemala.blogspot.com/. The vertical TEC (here after
VTEC) from all the visible satellites with elevation mask of 50° has been considered to reduce effect of singleshell model in VTEC conversion and multipath [Rama Rao et al., 2006]. The residual error due to transformation into VTEC using single-shell model for elevation > 50° is less than 1 TEC unit. To eliminate multipath
effect for the scintillation data, the elevation angle is cutoff at 30°. The IMF Bz data are taken from ACE
(Advanced Composition Explorer) and Wind satellite, which time shifted to Bow Shock Nose. To describe
the geomagnetic disturbance ﬁelds in midlatitudes with high time resolution (i.e., 1 min), symmetric
(SYM-H) disturbance index data are taken from Kyoto World Data Center website (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.
jp/wdc/Sec3.html). The solar wind velocity (SW), AE, and ASY-D data are taken from http://cdaweb.gsfc.nasa.
gov/istp_public/ website. The auroral electrojet index, AE, is used as indicator of substorm activity, and the
asymmetric ring current index D component, ASY-D, is used as indicator of ﬁeld-aligned currents (FACs)
following Wei et al. [2011]. The thermospheric neutral composition variations in terms of (O/N2) described
KALITA ET AL.
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Figure 2. The z component of interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld IMF Bz, the solar wind speed, the auroral elctrojet index AE, the
symmetric ring current index SYM-H, the asymmetric ring current index D component ASY-D, and equatorial electrojet (EEJ)
indices for the period of 16–18 March 2015.

in this study has been obtained from Global Ultraviolet Imager (GUVI) instrument on board Thermosphere,
Ionosphere, Mesosphere, Energetics and Dynamics (TIMED) spacecraft (http://guvi.jhuapl.edu/).

4. Results and Discussion
The response of the ionosphere to the 17–18 March 2015 super storm is discussed ﬁrst, followed by 2013
storm and the comparison. The geomagnetic activity indices during 16–18 March 2015 are shown in
Figure 2. The sudden storm commencement (SSC) occurs at 4:45 UT followed by main phase at around
6 UT and recovery phase starting at around 24 UT of 17 March as seen from the SYM-H index. We present
the response of the ionosphere to the enhanced magnetic activity on 17 March in the form of a time history
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Figure 3. The variation of F2 layer height hmF2 in the 100°E longitude on 17 and 18 March 2015. Unmarked data gaps are
due to lack of data during these periods.

of the events associated with the onset of the storm. The response of all the ionospheric parameters to the
triggering geomagnetic conditions is examined together and the probable mechanisms are discussed.
4.1. The Electrodynamic Response
The response of the F2 layer parameters hmF2 and NmF2 obtained from the meridional chain of ionosondes at
Dibrugarh, Chiang Mai, Chumphon, Kototabang, and Cocos Island to the variations of z component of the
interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) Bz on 17 and 18 March are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively. The
GPS/GNSS TEC variations over Dibrugarh, Kohima, Ahmedabad, Cari, and Cocos Island are shown in
Figure 5. Five quiet days before and after 17 March 2015 are used as control days, and their average is
superimposed for estimation of storm-induced changes. We observe that the hmF2 variation during daytime
of 17 March is in a different scale than the variation at night and the height variation on the 18 March during
the recovery phase of the storm. Therefore, to discuss the response of the height of the F2 layer peak density
hmF2 during daytime of 17 March, a blown up version of 0–15 UT period of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 6 and
the critical events on the time (UT) axis are marked by vertical lines which provide a snapshot of the magnetospheric and ionospheric conditions at those instances. After storm commencement, ﬂuctuations of signiﬁcant amplitude can be seen in the ionospheric parameters of all the stations. The simultaneous height
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Figure 4. The variation of NmF2 in the 100°E longitude on 17 and 18 March 2015. Different scales are used for each station
to highlight the ﬂuctuations.

(hmF2) ﬂuctuations (Figures 3 and 6) are indicative of the penetration of the magnetospheric convective electric ﬁelds to the equatorial and low-latitude regions due to the sudden turnings of the IMF Bz component. The
effect of winds on the daytime height variations is minimum as interhemispheric neutral winds are not signiﬁcant in equinox. The daytime ﬂuctuations are more prominent on the hmF2 variations over Chumphon
at the magnetic equator, whereas nighttime variations are higher in the low latitudes. The superposition of
the short-duration PPEF on the Sq electric ﬁeld creates perturbation on the zonal electric ﬁeld and lead to
ﬂuctuations in the vertical E × B drift. The perturbed vertical drifts are manifested as sharp and rapid height
variation over the equatorial region. The ﬁrst southward turning of the IMF Bz was observed at around
6:20 UT (vertical line 1) with increase in AE indices due to energy input in the polar region. The rapid and large
deviations of the hmF2 over Chumphon from the quiet day values may be used to infer the presence of
prompt penetration convection electric ﬁelds [Balan et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2011] and in this case the hmF2
increase of about 65 km in less than 30 min and a deviation of about 60 km from the quiet day value over
Chumphon (at around 6:45 UT) can be observed. The in-phase superposition of the dawn to dusk prompt
penetration electric ﬁeld with the quiet time eastward zonal electric ﬁeld leads to the enhancement of the
KALITA ET AL.
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Figure 5. The variation of TEC in the 100°E longitude on 17 and 18 March 2015 and comparison with Ahmedabad in the 77°E
longitude.

vertical E × B drift and consequently a stronger equatorial plasma fountain. Moderate NmF2 depletion over
equatorial stations (Figure 4) Chumphon, Chiang Mai, and Kototabang and the TEC depletion over Cari as
compared to the quiet day can be observed around 6–7 UT (Figure 5). The low-latitude density/TEC in the
midday period (12–19 LT) is highly inﬂuenced by the equatorial anomaly due to the transport of the plasma
from the equator by the fountain effect. Therefore, the NmF2/TEC ﬂuctuations over Dibrugarh, Kohima,
Ahmedabad, and Cocos Island in the 06–12 UT (12–19 LT) period are related to the EIA ﬂuctuations but are
delayed due to the time required for the plasma to rise to higher altitude in the equatorial region and then
diffuse under gravity/pressure gradient via ﬁeld lines to the low latitudes [Sastri, 1990; Chakrabarty and Hajra,
2009]. The IMF Bz subsequently turned northward (vertical line 2) but made temporary southward excursion
during 7:10–7:50 UT. The consequent overshielding westward electric ﬁeld opposed the quiet time upward
vertical drift and as a result the height of the layer was reduced over the magnetic equator (Chumphon).
The hmF2 over Dibrugarh, Chiang Mai in the Northern Hemisphere, and Kototabang and Cocos Island in
the Southern Hemisphere also decreased. The presence of shielding electric ﬁeld in the equator during this
KALITA ET AL.
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Figure 6. The variation of hmF2 in the 100°E meridional chain on 17 March 2015.

period is conﬁrmed by the decreasing electrojet strength (Figure 2). Consequently, the equatorial plasma
fountain is weakened, and the equatorial NmF2 is stabilized. Subsequently, the IMF Bz turned southward
around 7:45 UT (vertical line 3) and remained so for an extended duration. The weak electrojet and the insigniﬁcant hmF2 change over Chumphon during this period indicate that in this case the quiet time zonal electric
ﬁeld in the local afternoon sector (08–10 UT) was not altered signiﬁcantly. The increase in ASY-D (Figure 2)
during this period suggests increase in region 2 ﬁeld-aligned currents. The low-latitude TEC in the 100°E longitude sector (Dibrugarh, Kohima, and Cocos Island) ﬂuctuated rapidly, whereas the TEC at the crest of EIA in
the 77°E longitude sector (Ahmedabad) was saturated (Figure 5). The ﬂuctuations in the TEC could be due to
ﬂuctuating strength of the equatorial fountain. The northward turning of IMF Bz after 9 UT (vertical line 4)
which remained so till around 12 UT caused the hmF2 to decrease at all the stations. The presence of westward electric ﬁeld in equatorial and low latitudes can be inferred from the counter electrojet event and
the lower values of the hmF2 as compared to the quiet day values. The prolonged southward IMF Bz previously
(7:50–9:30 UT) allowed the growth of the overshielding westward electric ﬁeld. The maximum NmF2 over
Chumphon and Chiang Mai (and minor enhancement in Kototabang) were registered around 11:30–12 UT
(vertical line 5) coinciding with the recovery from the minimum of hmF2 when the IMF Bz was still pointing
north. The NmF2 over Chumphon and Chiang Mai almost doubled within just 1 h and showed enhancements
KALITA ET AL.
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of about 40% from the quiet time value.
The asymmetry between Chiang Mai
and Kototabang is noteworthy and
could be related to the slightly different
dip angles or the hemispherical asymmetry in the EIA. The TEC in the equatorial region (Cari) of 100°E longitude
sector exhibited a peak around 12 UT,
whereas the NmF2/TEC at low latitude
showed smaller enhancements at
slightly earlier time. The NmF2/TEC
enhancements in the same period are
also reported from the Indian sector at
77°E longitude [Singh et al., 2015]. As
Figure 7. The variation of isodensity contours over Chumphon. The com- the IMF Bz was northward with the substorm in the recovery phase from 9:45 to
pression of the F layer around 11:30 UT is shown by an arrow.
11:15 UT, the hmF2 in all equatorial stations had continuously decreased during this period. In contrast, the hmF2 over low midlatitude stations
Dibrugarh and Cocos Island increased during 10–11 UT hours, which were followed by smaller height
increase in Chiang Mai and Kototabang after 11 UT. This pattern of height variation indicates the propagation
of an equatorward meridional wind from both hemispheres. Therefore, the reduction of the equatorial
upward vertical drift by the westward overshielding electric ﬁeld and the reduction in downward diffusion
along ﬁeld lines due to the upward push by the equator ward winds combined to weaken the forward plasma
fountain and created the reverse fountain effect [Balan and Bailey, 1995]. This resulted in accumulation of
plasma in the equatorial region. The mechanism of NmF2 enhancement over Chumphon where the effect
of wind on height variation is negligible due to nearly horizontal ﬁeld lines may be different. It appears that
the plasma under the inﬂuence of downward drift due to the westward over shielding ﬁeld and the rapid
recombination at the bottomside got compressed into a very dense layer. This is conﬁrmed by the temporal
variation of the isodensity contours scaled at 4–8 MHz (Figure 7) over Chumphon which show a clear merging
of the contours around 11:30 UT. The local time (18 h) of this enhanced density corresponds to the sunset period, when normally the quiet time prereversal enhancement (PRE) of the zonal eastward electric ﬁeld is
observed and which is manifested as enhancement of vertical drift and F2 layer height at the equator. On
17 March, the IMF Bz was northward till about 12 UT (18:40 LT) and a counter electrojet was going on which
indicated that a westward disturbance ﬁeld was dominant over 100°E longitude and suppressed the PRE in
the eastward zonal electric ﬁeld. This is also supported by the hmF2 data which shows signiﬁcantly lower
heights (350 km) over Chumphon during 12 UT of 17 March as compared to the quiet day average
(460 km). The southward turning of the IMF Bz in the post 12 UT period did help the hmF2 to climb to
370 km, but it was still much lower than the quiet day height during this period. This can be ascribed to
the reversing of the background Sq electric ﬁeld (vertical drift) to westward polarity (downward drift) in
the postsunset period. The prereversal enhancement of vertical drift is a precursor to formation of irregularity
and plasma bubbles, plumes, etc. [Fejer et al., 1999; Abdu, 2001; Kelley et al., 2011] which are manifested as
spread F in ionograms and scintillation in the L band/VHF over the equatorial region [Morse et al., 1977;
Rastogi and Woodman, 1978; Basu et al., 1980; Dasgupta et al., 1983; Basu et al., 1996; Rama Rao et al.,
2005]. On the evening (12–15 UT) of 17 March, no signiﬁcant spread F was observed over equatorial region
of 100°E, whereas Singh et al. [2015] reported spread F over Indian sector at 77°E longitude. Noteworthy difference between TEC over 100°E (Dibrugarh/Kohima/Cocos Island) and 77°E (Ahmedabad) can be observed
around 15 UT of 17 March. While the TEC in 100°E was lower than the quiet day value, the TEC in Ahmedabad
was similar to that on the quiet day. The sharp TEC depletions in the low latitude of 100°E longitude in the
post 12 UT period (LT postsunset) shows the effect of westward electric ﬁeld during 9–12 UT, which inhibited
the PRE and consequently reduced the density in the EIA crest region. Figure 8 shows the S4 index measured
by GNSS receivers over Dibrugarh, Kohima, and Ahmedabad on 16, 17, and 18 March. No L band scintillation
was observed over Dibrugarh/Kohima around 12–15 UT on 17 March, whereas signiﬁcant scintillation was
observed over Ahmedabad. This suggested that irregularities were formed in the Indian longitude sector
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Figure 8. The S4 index for 16–18 March 2015 showing the scintillations over Ahmedabad in the local evening of 17 March.
The elevation angle is cutoff at 30°.

on 17 March as conﬁrmed by Singh et al. [2015] and Tulasi Ram et al. [2016]. The presence of an eastward PPEF
due to the southward turning of the IMF Bz after 12 UT coincided with the sunset period (PRE occurrence
time) in the 77°E (LT = UT + 5:30) longitude sector and thereby supported the irregularity formation. On the
other hand northward IMF Bz prior to 12 UT inhibited PRE in the 100°E longitude sector which is about
1.5 h ahead in LT. The absence (presence) of PRE in the 100°E (77°E) longitude shows the critical role played
by the direction of interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld in storm time response of the ionosphere and the modiﬁcation of the quite time equatorial electrodynamics by storm-induced currents/ﬁelds. The IMF Bz remained
southward from 12 UT (18:30 LT) to midnight (6:30 LT) with the minimum IMF Bz values of around 30 nT being
recorded during 13–14 UT. The height variations (hmF2) more or less followed the modulation of the IMF Bz
and the substorm development-recovery phase as indicated by variations in AE index. The large substorm
development (Figure 2) was followed by height increase over all the stations during 13–14 UT. The quiet time
electric ﬁelds during this period are mainly westward providing downward drift, and therefore, the penetration electric ﬁeld perturbation can be inferred from the large height increases. The equatorward neutral
winds ampliﬁed the height increase over low midlatitude stations (the different scale in Dibrugarh and
Cocos Island is to be noted) as compared to the equatorial stations. The higher NmF2 (Figure 4) across all the
stations was due to the reduced recombination at higher altitude. The height enhancements during 16 UT
and 19 UT seem to be related to the meridional winds as the corresponding height change over
Chumphon at the equator was insigniﬁcant. Sudden increase in the hmF2 (Figure 3) is observed across all
the station during 23:00–23:30 UT (05:00–05:30 LT). The F layer over the equatorial stations Chumphon,
Chiang Mai, and Kototabang recorded their highest hmF2 of around 700 km with the formation of F3-like
ledge at higher altitude. This large (~100%) increase from the quiet time value is due to large vertical drift
caused by an eastward electric ﬁeld or equator ward neutral meridional winds. The simultaneous increase
(with magnetic equator) across all latitudes points favorably to an eastward electric ﬁeld which may result
from the PPEF associated with substorm development and recovery or/and the disturbance dynamo electric
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Figure 9. The ionograms showing the spread F over Chumphon in the sunrise period of 18 March 2015.

ﬁeld which peak in the sunrise period [Scherliess and Fejer, 1997]. The large upward movement of the F2 layer
produced irregularities, which manifested as spread F over Chumphon, and the sample ionograms are shown
in Figure 9. This is an interesting result considering the unusual time of development of spread F when the F
layer density is very low and sharp bottomside density gradient are not present. Intense sporadic Es was
observed over Chiang Mai preceding the spread F. The NmF2 in the low-latitude region remained lower than
the quiet time values during the nighttime, whereas the TEC also decreased in the postmidnight hours
(18 UT).
The IMF Bz and all other indices recovered by the morning of 18 March, but the equatorial electrojet development was subdued as compared to the quiet day, and by 6 UT counter electrojet was observed (Figure 2).
The hmF2 over equatorial stations (Figure 3) were lower than the quiet day average value indicating a weaker
vertical E × B drift. The NmF2/TEC over equatorial (low latitude and low midlatitude) region was higher (lower)
than quiet day’s value suggesting a underdeveloped EIA. Signiﬁcant longitudinal, latitudinal, and hemispherical differences in ionospheric response on 18 March are observed. In the local afternoon period (6–12 UT) of
18 March, the TEC over Ahmedabad was lower by about 50%, whereas the TEC over Dibrugarh, Kohima, and
Cocos Island was lower by about 75%, 70%, and 50%, respectively, as compared to the corresponding quiet
time values. Singh et al. [2015] have also reported TEC/NmF2 depletion in the low-latitude Indian sector for the
same time period, but the magnitude of the depletion is smaller than those observed in the Northern
Hemisphere 100°E longitude. The TEC over equatorial station Cari was higher by about 60% as compared
to quiet day average and higher than low-latitude TEC. Therefore, the EIA was completely inhibited in the
100°E longitude on 18 March 2015. The EIA in these longitude sectors develops around 06 UT and reach
the maximum value between 07 and 10 UT [Rama Rao et al., 2006; Bhuyan and Borah, 2007] which can be also
be conﬁrmed from the comparison of the temporal evolution of the quiet day average TEC of Dibrugarh,
Kohima, Cari, and Cocos Island (Figure 5). On 18 March, up to around 06 UT, the TEC of over Ahmedabad
and Cocos Island is higher than the quiet day average. In contrast, the TEC over Dibrugarh is lower than
the quiet day average from the previous night and at 6 UT, the TEC is lower than the quiet day average by
about 50%. The solar diurnal variation of TEC in Dibrugarh is almost indiscernible on 18 March, and the negative effect is stronger than Kohima which is nearer to the EIA crest. Therefore, the depletions over
Ahmedabad and Cocos Island appear to be the result of EIA inhibition, whereas the TEC over Dibrugarh
and Kohima was affected by some other forcing mechanism in addition to the absence of the EIA during
the postnoon period. The negative storm effect in midlatitudes is usually attributed to the thermospheric
composition change by storm-induced equatorward winds from the polar region [Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994;
Liou et al., 2005, etc.]. Dibrugarh being located in the outer edge of the EIA and in the transition region
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Figure 10. The image of global distribution of O/N2 ratio on 15, 17, and 18 March 2015 as measured by TIMED/GUVI satellite. The 17 and 18 March are shown for the main phase and recovery phase of the storm, while 15 March is the nearest
quiet day for comparison. The equatorward expansion of lower O/N2 ratio thermospheric composition along the 100°E in
Northern Hemisphere and along 120°E in Southern Hemisphere on 18 March may be noted.
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Figure 11. The meridional wind velocity along 100°E longitude from SEALION ionosonde network. Positive values indicate
poleward velocity.

between low and middle latitudes is likely to be affected by neutral composition disturbances traveling from
high latitudes. The thermospheric effects along 100°E are discussed in the next section.
4.2. The Thermospheric Response
During strong geomagnetic activity, the density of molecular species relative to atomic oxygen is enhanced
in the polar region and these changes expand up to middle and low latitudes [Prölss, 1987]. Good correlation
of the decrease of NmF2/TEC (or F2 layer critical frequency) to the directly measured [O/N2] ratio changes has
been reported previously [Prölss and von Zahn, 1974; Prölss, 1987; Burns et al., 1991, Fuller-Rowell et al., 1994].
The enhanced molecular density and temperature lead to higher recombination rates and cause density
depletion in middle and low latitudes. Astafyeva et al. [2015] reported large depletion of O/N2 ratio within
100°–130°E during 18 March 2015 which reached the low latitudes in the Asian sector. The GUVI image of
18 March 2015 around 10 LT (Figure 10) indicate a very large decrease in O/N2 ratio (~0.4) in the Northern
Hemisphere of 100°E and insigniﬁcant thermospheric disturbance in the conjugate Southern Hemisphere
as well in the 77°E. According to Prölss [1993], the disturbed thermospheric composition or region of
enhanced molecular species expands toward the low latitudes in the night sectors when the background
condition of lower ion drag and equatorward wind acts favorably. These changes can move into the dayside
due to the corotation effect [Kil et al., 2011] and consequently affect daytime density. In previous discussion
of hmF2 variations (Figures 3 and 6), it was noted that in the period starting 10:30 UT (17LT) of 17 March, the
height variation over the magnetic equator and the off equator stations in 100°E are not simultaneous at all
hours and large ﬂuctuations in the ionospheric parameters (hmF2, NmF2, and TEC) in the low midlatitudes
(Dibrugarh and Cocos Island) as well as at the off magnetic equator stations (Chiang Mai and Kototabang)
indicated the propagation of meridional winds or traveling disturbances. The storm-induced joule heating
at the polar region set up equatorward meridional winds that add to the quiet time equatorward wind in
the premidnight period [Titheridge, 1995]. The SEALION network of ionosondes at Chiang Mai, Chumphon,
and Kototabang has been used previously to estimate the thermospheric meridional winds [Maruyama
et al., 2007] with one station (Chumphon) at the geomagnetic equator and the other two stations (Chiang
Mai and Kototabang) slightly off the equator at magnetic conjugate points. In this study, we use the virtual
height h′F obtained by scaling the ionograms of these three stations at 2.5 and 3 MHz during the night of
17 March to estimate the Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere meridional thermospheric winds
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Figure 12. The virtual height scaled at 2.5 MHz from the SEALION meridional chain indicating the presence of equatorward
meridional wind around 16 UT and 19 UT on 17 March 2015.

following Krishna Murthy et al. [1990]. The estimated winds are shown in Figure 11 for the 11:30–23:00 UT period which corresponds to local night time. The top and bottom panels show the Northern Hemisphere and
Southern Hemisphere winds, respectively, along with the average quiet day winds for comparison. It is
observed that the wind direction ﬂuctuated during the night of 17 March as compared to the quiet day
winds. Large equatorward wind surges in the main phase of the storm at around 16 UT and 19 UT can be
inferred, which are about 3.5 h after the major substorm development at 12:20 UT and 16 UT as indicated
by the AE index. The pattern of the winds was also estimated by the method of Maruyama et al. [2007] using
the model behavior for an equatorial and two magnetic conjugate stations. The virtual heights of the F layer
over Chiang Mai, Chumphon, and Kototabang scaled from the ionograms at 2.5 MHz are plotted in Figure 12.
The relatively higher heights in off equator stations as compared to the equatorial station conﬁrm equatorward wind surge during 16 UT and 19 UT. These height patterns and the periodic variations in the NmF2/
TEC obtained from the spaced ionosonde/TEC observations manifest the traveling ionospheric disturbances
(TID) associated with the propagation of traveling atmospheric disturbance (TAD) due to the storm-induced
acoustic gravity waves (AGWs). The sequence of the relative heights at the stations located on the magnetic
equator and conjugate points also suggest that the TIDs due to the AGW traveling from both the hemispheres interfered in the equator and then passed through to the other hemisphere as suggested by
Hajkowicz and Hunsucker [1987], Fuller-Rowell et al. [1994], and Balthazor and Moffett [1997]. The passage of
gravity waves can create sporadic Es layer [Nygrén et al., 1990; Shalimov et al., 2009], and such a sporadic Es
layer was observed over the low midlatitude station Cocos Island during 15–17 UT on 17 March (not shown)
that resulted in complete blanketing of the F layer above. The velocity of the TID is estimated using the
ground distances between Chiang Mai-Chumphon and Kototabang-Chumphon and is found to be around
430 m/s and 370 m/s for Northern Hemisphere and Southern Hemisphere TIDs, respectively. These speeds
are comparable to the equatorward speed of LSTID predicted by Hajkowicz [1991] but lower than the speed
of 600 m/s predicted by Fuller-Rowell et al. [1994]. Therefore, the conjugate hemispherical TEC difference
(Dibrugarh-Cocos Island) is likely a thermospheric effect due to asymmetric thermospheric circulations and
geographic differences between the stations. The disturbed thermospheric circulation on 18 March is further
conﬁrmed by the observation of TID associated with AGW during the daytime over Cocos Island. The
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Figure 13. The sequence of only ordinary ray trace (O-ray) of ionograms over Cocos Island showing the passage of the
traveling ionospheric disturbance (TID). The transient satellite trace due to traveling disturbance is marked by arrow.

ionograms in Cocos Island around 2:30–3:00 UT (~9:30 LT) show an additional upward ledge in the F2 trace
which move initially in overhead direction and then move away (Figure 13). The isodensity contours over
Cocos Island scaled at 4–7 MHz for the same period (Figure 14) show the downward traveling phase front.
4.3. The Ionospheric Response on 17–18 March 2013
The geomagnetic activity indices for the 2013 St. Patrick’s Day storm are shown in Figure 15. The storm
started at 6:00 UT (SSC), and the ﬁrst southward excursion of the IMF Bz was observed around 6:20 UT. The
storm was less severe than the 2015 storm as minimum SYM-H was around 120 nT, and the IMF Bz remained
higher than 20 nT throughout. The response of the ionospheric height hmF2 for the four stations along
the 100°E, Chiang Mai, Bac Lieu,
Kototabang, and Cocos Island, is shown
in Figure 16. Ionosonde data for
Chumphon and Dibrugarh for the
period of 16–18 March 2013 are not
available. The height variation over the
equatorial station Bac Lieu on 17
March was modulated by the southward and northward turning of the IMF
Bz. Increase in hmF2 around 7 UT due to
the ﬁrst southward turning of IMF Bz
and subsequent decrease with northward turning prior to 9 UT is observed.
The counter electrojet around 10–11 UT
(local afternoon) suggested a westward
overshielding electric ﬁeld, and consequently, the lowest hmF2 was recorded
during this period due to the net drift
Figure 14. The isodensity contours over Cocos Island showing the down- being downward. Southward IMF Bz
around 12 UT (18:30 LT) resulted in large
ward propagating phase during the passage of the TID.
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Figure 15. The z component of interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld IMF Bz, the solar wind speed, the auroral elctrojet index AE,
the symmetric ring current index SYM-H, asymmetric ring current index ASY-D, and the equatorial electrojet (EEJ) indices
for the period of 16–18 March 2013.

height increase over Chinag Mai and spread F over Bac Lieu (Figure 17). L band scintillations were recorded by
the GPS receiver in Dibrugarh (Figure 18) but not in Bangalore in the Indian sector. In the postsunset period, the
hmF2 over Bac Lieu was enhanced around 17 UT coinciding with the substorm development (AE index). The
hmF2 in Chiang Mai and Kototabang was enhanced around 19 UT without corresponding enhancement over
Bac Lieu. Similar to the 2015 storm response, simultaneous height increase but with lower magnitude
(hmF2 ~ 500 km) were observed around 22–23 UT in all stations. This coincided with the local sunrise period
and resulted in spread F over Bac Lieu. On 18 March, the height variation was almost the same as that on
the quiet day with daytime hmF2 magnitude over Chiang Mai and Kototabang slightly lower than that on the
quiet day. The EEJ was very weak on 18 March, but no counter electrojet was observed. The NmF2 measurements over Chiang Mai, Bac Lieu, Kototabang, and Cocos Island are shown in Figure 19. The NmF2 over equatorial region was higher than the quiet day values in the local afternoon period and showed a peak around 12 UT.
In the postsunset period, the maximum diurnal NmF2 over Kototabang was recorded around 15 UT (21 LT) with
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Figure 16. The variation of F2 layer height hmF2 in the 100°E longitude on 17 and 18 March 2013.

similar but lower amplitude enhancements over Bac Lieu and Chiang Mai. In Cocos Island, the NmF2 on the local
evening of 17 March to early morning period of 18 March was lower than the equatorial values, and therefore, the
equatorial anomaly was inhibited in the local nighttime. On 18 March, the NmF2 was enhanced (depleted) in
the equatorial stations (low latitude) as compared to the quiet day values. In low-latitude station Cocos Island,
the daytime NmF2 reduction was severe (>66%) as compared the NmF2 enhancements in equatorial stations
(~33%). The TEC for the 100°E longitude stations Dibrugarh, Port Blair, and Cocos Island and the 77°E longitude
stations Lucknow and Bangalore are shown in Figure 20. Signiﬁcant TEC enhancements over Dibrugarh and
Cocos Island can be observed after storm commencement on 17 March in contrast to Lucknow in the Indian sector. The TEC in the equatorial stations, Port Blair and Bangalore, was enhanced in the local afternoon sector,
whereas the TEC in Dibrugarh and Lucknow exhibited rapid ﬂuctuations. Dibrugarh recorded a secondary peak
in the postsunset period, whereas Cocos Island on Southern Hemisphere showed ﬂatter TEC. The disturbed day
TEC in the postsunset period was higher in the equatorial region as compared to the low-latitude region indicating the inhibition of EIA in both longitudes. TEC enhancements (depletion) are observed in the equatorial region
(low latitude) indicating positive (negative) storm effect in the recovery phase. Therefore, the TEC mirrored the
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Figure 17. The ionograms over Bac Lieu showing the postsunset F2 layer on a 16 March and spread F during 17 March 2013.

behavior of the NmF2. TEC enhancements of about 35% in equatorial stations and TEC depletion of about 20%,
40%, and 66% in Dibrugarh, Lucknow, and Cocos Island, respectively, were observed. In contrast to the storm
response on St. Patrick’s Day of 2015, in 2013, the negative effect is stronger in the Southern Hemisphere station
Cocos Island relative to the Northern Hemisphere station Dibrugarh. On the night of 17 March, TEC over
Dibrugarh is almost same as the quiet day TEC, whereas the TEC over Cocos Island is lower than quiet time values.
On 18 March, the TEC in Cocos Island starts to decrease after 4 UT (10:30 LT), whereas Dibrugarh and Lucknow
TEC decreases only after 8 UT (12:30 LT). On 18 March, the EEJ was weaker as compared to that on 16 March
and can explain the equatorial enhancement and the postnoon low-latitude depletion as due to the weakening
of the plasma fountain/EIA. The severe TEC and NmF2 (~58%) depletion over Cocos Island on 18 March coincided
with the decrease of O/N2 ratio to ~ 0.6 in the forenoon period (~10 LT) of 100°–130°E in the Southern
Hemisphere as observed from TIMED/GUVI image (Figure 21). It is interesting to note that during 18 March
2015, such severe O/N2 change in the forenoon was observed for the Northern Hemisphere low latitude and
coincided with severe negative effect over Dibrugarh and Kohima. The longitudinal expansion of the thermospheric disturbance seems to be limited to a narrow belt around 100–130°E and the Indian sector was less
affected in the forenoon period. This behavior is similar to the 2015 storm response and indicative of the sharp
longitudinal variability of the storm time dynamics. Therefore, even though the GUVI measurements are for a
very brief period in the forenoon, it is indicative of the level of negative storm effect during the peak daytime
hours.
To estimate the neutral meridional circulations on the night of 17 March, the virtual heights scaled at 2.5 MHz
from ionograms over Bac Lieu, Chiang Mai, and Kototabang are shown in Figure 22 for the 11:30–23:30 UT
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Figure 18. The S4 index for 16–18 March 2013 showing the scintillations over Dibrugarh in the local evening of 17 March.
The elevation angle is cutoff at 30°.

hours. Chiang Mai and Kototabang are almost at the same meridian (~99–100°E), while Bac Lieu is at slightly
different meridian (~106°E). Due to the data unavailability over 99°E meridian station Chumphon, the meridional winds could not be calculated and the height variations in Figure 22 are used as indicator of meridional winds in this sector. The evening height increase related to the PRE is observed over Bac Lieu but not in
the other two equatorial stations. The height enhancement around 19 UT over Chiang Mai and Kototabang
and the absence over Bac Lieu suggest that these changes are due to the thermospheric meridional winds.
The variations in the nighttime NmF2 (Figure 19) can be ascribed to the height variations. The simultaneous
height enhancement around 22:30 UT which corresponds to the sunrise period in local time could be related
to the PPEF and/or disturbance dynamo drift [Scherliess and Fejer, 1997].
4.4. The Comparison of the Ionospheric Response in 2013 and 2015
The ionospheric response to the 17–18 March geomagnetic storms in 2013 and 2015 are similar in the following aspects:
1. The southward (northward) turning of the IMF Bz was reﬂected as increase (decrease) of the hmF2 and ﬂuctuations in NmF2 and TEC. During the main phase of both the storm, signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations in the equatorial
zonal electric ﬁeld due to the penetration of magnetospheric convective electric ﬁelds could be inferred.
2. The equatorial NmF2/TEC during both the storms was enhanced in the sunset period, whereas the lowlatitude NmF2/TEC was depleted in the postsunset sector, thereby indicating the inhibition of the nighttime EIA.
3. Large nighttime variations in the hmF2, NmF2, and TEC were observed in the 100°E meridian on storm day
due to traveling disturbances.
4. Sharp height increase and ESF was observed during the sunrise period of 18 March. The early morning
height enhancements were larger in 2015 as compared to that in 2013. To investigate the cause of this
height enhancement, the empirical vertical drift model after Scherliess and Fejer [1997] was used to obtain
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Figure 19. The variation of F2 layer peak density NmF2 in the 100°E on 17 and 18 March 2013. The scales for the equatorial
and low-latitude station are different to highlight the ﬂuctuations.

the vertical drift on 17 March. The model uses the AE index and the F10.7 ﬂux data as input and provides the
quiet time drift, PPEF, and disturbance dynamo drift and the total drift. The drift due to the PPEF and the
disturbance dynamo electric ﬁeld and the total drift (quiet time + disturbed drift) are shown in Figure 23 (left
column). The model predicted very high upward vertical drift during the local sunrise hours for both
the storm with higher amplitude in 2015 (~40 m/s) which is supported by much higher measured hmF2 during 2015 (~700 km; Figure 3) as compared to 2013 (~500 km; Figure 16). In 2015, the model-predicted vertical drift in the sunrise period of 18 March is higher than the drift during evening PRE of 17 March. The
vertical drift estimated from the rate of change of nighttime virtual height (h′F) over Bac Lieu in 2013 and
Chumphon in 2015 are compared with the model drift in Figure 23 (right column). The observed vertical drift
during sunrise of 18 March 2015 (2013) is larger than (same as) drift during sunset period of 17 March 2015
(2013). The observed drift during sunrise is slightly delayed and larger (in 2013) than the model drift. Such
unusually large upward drift resulted in the irregularity development and ESF during sunrise period in both
the storms.
In spite of this generally similar response of the ionosphere during the St. Patrick’s Day storms of 2013 and
2015, the following subtle differences were noted:
1. The northward (southward) direction of the IMF Bz during the sunset period of 17 March 2015 (2013)
inhibited (enhanced) the prereversal enhancement (PRE) in zonal electric ﬁeld and consequent irregularity formation.
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Figure 20. The variation of TEC in the 100°E longitude on 17 and 18 March 2013 and comparison with TEC in 77°E
longitude.

2. Postsunset irregularities caused ESF and scintillations in the 100°E, but no scintillations were observed in
the 77°E during the evening of 17 March 2013. The response was reversed during the evening of 17 March
2015 when ESF and L band amplitude scintillations were observed over the Indian sector but not in the
100°E sector. These longitudinal differences are attributed to the local time variation of electrodynamic
processes with the changing direction of IMF Bz.
3. The EIA was weakened on 18 March 2013, whereas it was completely inhibited on 18 March 2015.
4. The negative (positive) effect of the storm in the recovery phase of the storm (18 March) in low-latitude
(equatorial) region was stronger in 2015 as compared to 2013. The negative effect of the storm was
marked by longitudinal and hemispherical asymmetry. In 2013, the O/N2 depletions around 10 LT and
the negative storm effect in TEC were severe in the Southern Hemisphere station Cocos Island as
compared to the moderate effect in the Northern Hemisphere conjugate station Dibrugarh. The opposite
thermospheric-ionospheric response was observed in 2015 as the forenoon compositional change
and TEC depletions were stronger over Dibrugarh. The severe negative storm effect over Dibrugarh in
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Figure 21. The image of global distribution of O/N2 ratio on 13, 17, and 18 March 2013 as measured by TIMED/GUVI satellite.
The image of 17 and 18 March show the main phase and recovery phase of the storm, while 13 March is the nearest quiet day
for comparison. The equatorward expansion of lower O/N2 ratio thermospheric composition can be noted around 100–120°E in
Southern Hemisphere on 18 March. In contrast no such expansion to northern low latitude is observed.
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Figure 22. The nighttime virtual height at 2.5 MHz indicating the presence of equatorward meridional winds during 19 UT
(01:30 LT) of 17 March 2013.

2015 cannot be attributed to the electrodynamics alone as the effect was much stronger than the corresponding positive (negative) effect at the equator (conjugate location) and preceded the equatorial
anomaly development. The negative effect in Kohima which is closer to the EIA crest was also comparatively less severe than that in Dibrugarh. Similarly, the negative effect over Cocos Island in 2013 was much
stronger than the corresponding enhancement (depletion) over equatorial region (Dibrugarh). In both

Figure 23. (left column) The variation of model vertical drift due to the PPEF and the Disturbance Dynamo and the total
(quiet + disturbance) drift on 17 March. (right column) The comparison of the model drift with the observed drift over
Bac Lieu (in 2013) and Chumphon (in 2015) estimated from the rate of change of night time virtual height.
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these cases, thermospheric composition played a signiﬁcant role as hinted by the O/N2 measurement in
the forenoon period. Therefore, the severe negative storm effect in Dibrugarh/Kohima in 2015 and in
Cocos Island in 2013 is attributed to combined effect of electrodynamic and thermospheric perturbations.
5. The longitudinal asymmetry of ionospheric response vis-a-vis the negative effect is observed. The longitudinal differences in the disturbance dynamo electric ﬁelds, thermospheric circulation, and magnetic
pole offset as well as the unknown longitudinal variation in the auroral energy deposition may contribute
toward the longitudinal asymmetry.
6. Signiﬁcant thermospheric effect in the 100°E longitude sector lasted till 18 March 2015 as shown by TID
over Cocos Island.

5. Conclusions
The ionospheric response to the St. Patrick’s Day storms of 2013 and 2015 along the 100°E meridian is
presented using multi-instrument data from magnetically near conjugate stations from middle to low and
equatorial latitudes. The observations are also compared with that in the Indian sector. The conclusions
can be summarized as below:
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1. The ebb and ﬂow of the equatorial plasma fountain induced by the perturbation of zonal electric ﬁeld
causes appreciable density and electron content variation in the equatorial anomaly region.
2. The direction of the IMF Bz during the sunset period is pivotal to the evening equatorial electrodynamics
—either enhancing or inhibiting the irregularity formation.
3. The storm-induced upward vertical drift at sunrise can be larger than the drift during evening PRE. This
lead to sharp height increase and consequently enable equatorial irregularity formation (spread F).
4. The negative effect in the low latitude during the recovery phase of the storm may be attributed to the EIA
inhibition as well as thermospheric composition modiﬁcation. The expansion of thermospheric compositional disturbance or O/N2 suppression region to the low latitudes could cause severe negative storm
effect (>50%) when it overlap with the EIA inhibition region.
5. The hemispherical asymmetry of the negative storm response is contributed mainly by the asymmetric
expansion of the disturbed thermospheric composition, whereas the longitudinal asymmetry may be
attributed to electrodynamic as well as thermospheric processes.
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